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What people say
From SWAPO website: www.swapoparty.org
♦

Posted by
www.swapoparty.org
Comrades on the 23rd October
2010, there will be the launching Rally by the President (Cde.
Hifikepunye Pohamba) in
Windhoek at the Multipurpose
youth Stadium in Katutura at
14:00. Put on your colours as
usual. SWAPO United!!!!!!!!
Also available on the SWAPO
Calender.

♦

Posted by
www.swapoparty.org
Cde.Katusha kaNamibia, I
will upload all star rally dates
and venues as soon as they are
confirmed Comrade. Keep
checking the SWAPO Calender.

♦
Posted by
Cde.Katusha kaNamibia
Cde.Administrator,please post
all the upcoming SWAPO Start
rallies and meetings on the
website as the SWAPO
members,supportes
and
sympathiziers can,t wait to
a t t e n d . S WA P O
U n i t e d , S WA P O
Victorious,Now
Hard
work!Aluta Continua!
♦

Posted by Cde
Kanamutenya, whk
Now that we are to face the
other local and regional councils elections I am appealing
to the elected candidate of
SWAPO PARTY, to look serious to the unemployment issue, to make sure after the
election they create conducive
environment for the job creation, there are many projects
that can be done to alleviates
the situation, one of them as I
had stated some times ago is
the issue to built the sport stadium at Eenhana and Outapi,
I was happy to see that the
Eenhana had already the
area fenced even(reserved
erven), what is needed is to
start the capital project, imagine how many people will be
employed so to say for the period of two to three years?
One thing for sure is that
sport is such important in human kind therefore decision
maker should start to encourage the building of sport complexes and facilities, Hope we
gone have soccer stadium in
Outapi and Eenhana by
2015. Cde I specifically mentioned the two town in the
sense that the two capital city
for both Omusati and
Ohangwena Regions, looking
in terms population wise,
They are mostly populated
Regions and some thing
should be done to create job
there and perhaps will also
avoid the flocks of many
young to big cities were the
immigration into cities is another big problem we gone
face if we are not acting
now!!!!!!!!!!

♦
Posted by Mathews
Nehemiah-Ongwediva
Dear commrade and fellow
citizen of the land of the brave
,the history we know arleady
for our country only maybe the
ignorant once will not know the
history of this country. Comrade about GIPF money for
those who are involved should
be brought out and questioned,
but my concern is that money
was loaned or invested maybe
we need more explanation on
that. but my view for today that
i want to share with all those
who love peace is the wedding
of HIDIPO AND HENK, what
a shame to these puppet parties!
my view is that these puppets
now they are confused and i
edge all SWAPO PARTY supporters to be ready to defeat this
cowards, and shameless pupils
with pen and paper. now they
are moving around during the
night from house-to-house in
the remote area to tell pupils
their lies, shama waudu ombwa
yaweda ponhu yeumbo loye
opena
oshimbwa
shemwengwu kuwa onghuwo
inokutha odibo aye kuwa
ashike osheshi olutu lihena
endunge ohalihepeke omutwe,
sho oshone tashiningwa
komalayi aa oRADOPA
NOMAPWILI MAKWAYO
omoveli momikunda omo
ihavalengwa
oshiwana
iinashivahala ndembela
kaveuditeko. omahololo
okwafika tudenge ombwa
ikanangale mepya nee.
O,SWAPO
OYO
OSHIWANA,
NO
SHIWANA
OSHO
O,SWAPO. VIVA SWAPO
VIVA.
♦

Posted by Ronn
Kaheka
Cde Tariq youre questions
are very valid and deserve to
be incorporated into the envisaged or sanction enquiry.
We will need to come up with
a new term for this gross violations of the civil servants
money, because I do not
think misappropriation/
f r a u d / t h e f t /
missmanagement are the
right terminology for what
happened. We are still reeling from Avid/SSC/RCC/
ODC/NAMCOR, to mention just a few, and it seems
that we have elements with
cash register instead of
hearts.
People being so cold blood to
enrich themsleves to the
point of bancrupting the the
very nation they swore to
protect. Vakwetu, the evil of
money has been clearly defined by Judas, we seem to
have developed a liking to
overeat with our eyes. Yes
Cde I fully concur with you
that those questions you
posed must be addressed
without any ambiquity.

♦

Posted by Ronn
Kaheka
Cde Tariq youre questions are
very valid and deserve to be
incorporated into the envisaged or sanction enquiry. We
will need to come up with a
new term for this gross violations of the civil servants
money, because I do not think
misappropriation/fraud/theft/
missmanagement are the right
terminology for what happened. We are still reeling from
Av i d / S S C / R C C / O D C /
NAMCOR, to mention just a
few, and it seems that we have
elements with cash register
instead of hearts. People being
so cold blood to enrich
themsleves to the point of
bancrupting the the very nation they swore to protect.
Vakwetu, the evil of money
has been clearly defined by
Judas, we seem to have developed a liking to overeat with
our eyes. Yes Cde I fully concur with you that those questions you posed must be addressed without any
ambiquity.

♦
Posted by
Cde.Katusha kaNamibia
Dear Comrades,my unwavering thanks go to the
people of Hardap and Karas
regions for come out in big
number to show the unguided projects that
SWAPO is still united than
ever before.The Mariental
Stadium was packed to its
capacity on Saturday,16
October 2010 to kick start
the campaign for Regional
and Local Authorities
Elections.Joseph Stephanus
in Keetmanshoop was also
painted blue,red and
green,yesterday,17 October
2010.Both rallies were
blessed with the presence of
the Father of the Namibia
nation and Leader of the
Namibia revolution.Victory
is certain comrades,Aluta
Continua!More rallies will
follow in due course
comrades,be part of the winning SWAPO Party.
♦

Posted by Cde
Tariq
G.I.P.F; G.I.P.F, I would like to
know, whether this institution
was issuing loans or investing?
My concern is the money it
issued to financial instititions
such as sanlam and fnb. Financial institution such as bank
would normally borrow
money from the reserve bank/
bank of namibia which offer
financial loans at a cheaper rate
in the country. I hope that the
forensic investigation will shed
light on the following questions: 1) What was the terms
and conditions of these loans/
investments? 2) what was the
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View Point
By Jerry Ekandjo
The S WAPO Party has, in earnest, entered the race for the Regional Council and Local
Authority Elections that are due to take place on the 26th and 27th November 2010. As was
announced by Comrade Pendukeni livula-Ithana, Secretary General of the SWAPO Parry,
His Excellency Comrade Hifikepunye Pohamba, the President of the SWAPO Party, will
address a Star Rally on Sunday 23 October 2010 at Katutura Multi-Purpose Stadium in
Windhoek. His Excellency will then proceed the very next day to Tsumeb for a similar meeting. This will be the first of the many Star Rallies that the SWAPO Party will hold in the all
corners and length and breath of this land of the brave. The Regional, District and Branch
leadership of the SWAPO Party is hard at work to mobilize the people by conducting rallies
and using all well conceived methods to sensitize the members and recruit new members to
vote for the SWAPO Party come these elections.
I wish to announce that the SWAPO Party has put in place all its machineries to campaign
vigorously to win outright in all the 107 constituencies and the 54 local authorities. It will leave
no stone unturned in reaching out to all potential voters and informing them about the good
intensions and national developmental programmes so pertinent to our nation building. The
SWAPO Party has incalculable foot soldiers who are ready to carry out and participate in an
effective but peaceful campaign. I call on the entire leadership and the rank and file of the
Mighty SWAPO Party to stand united and wage a campaign that will send the so called
opposition parties to the underworlds where they will continue to see the end of the road. They
must intensify the campaign by mobilizing and educating all Namibians to vote for the SWAPO
Party come the elections. They must work day in and night out to accommodate and attract
more new members to the Party, render such new members all the assistance necessary and
ensure that they have understood the realistic and true development gospel as reasons for
joining and voting for our noble and purposeful Mighty organization. In our engagements, we
must employ tactics and strategic methods that have been devised and communicated to your
respective regions, districts and branches through the structures of the SWAPO Party.
The Political Bureau of the SWAPO Party has reactivated the National Preparatory Committee for the 2010 Regional and Eocal Authority Council Elections. In the same vein, the
Committee has put in place Sub-Committees headed by members of the Political Bureau to
ensure that all aspects of elections are covered. An army of SWAPO Party finest ranks and
files have
volunteered themselves, throughout all regions, districts, branches and sections of the Party
structure to play a pivotal part in waging a campaign and contributing constructively. More
will continue to join to ensure that their mass movement has captured all areas designated for
the filling of candidates.
I also wish to call on all Namibians who desire to join the SWAPO Party not to hesitate but
do so immediately to strengthen even more the position of our Party in bringing about the
necessary development so much a prerequisite to the improvement of the lives of all Namibians
and of a better society in total harmony with itself. All people of goodwill who wish to join may
approach our offices and leaders from sections, to branches, to districts, to regions and the
Headquarters in Windhoek. It is only in the SWAPO Party that all Namibians can feel dignified, honoured, privileged, reverenced, respected and the ultimate worth of human
belongingness.
The upcoming Regional Council and Local Authority Elections are of crucial importance
due to the fact that they shape the structures in our governance system that accommodate the
participation of respective communities. These are structures that the Government of the
SWAPO Party has created and perfected over the years throughout our independence since
1990. Through them, our citizens are empowered to demand provision of services, monitor
and evaluate the performance of their elected leaders. This is true democracy in practice.
The Namibian people are yearning for and deserve to continue to be served by a mature and
experienced political party that has but their best interest at heart; a political party that stand
as a solid and safe nest for all the citizens to be accommodated and where they find solace,
peace and tranquility. Founded on the 19th April 1960, the SWAPO Party was established on a
crucible of oppression at the trying time when the Namibian people where under apartheid
colonial yoke perpetuated by the former racist South African defunct regime. Today, all
Namibians of all race, colour, creed, ethnic group and sex are united as one, participating in
the democratic process that serves as a vehicle to govern themselves and to determine their
destiny. The election exercises we are engaged in are a result of the protracted struggle waged
by the SWAPO Party in which supreme sacrifices were made by the many sons and daughters
of the Namibian soil. We owe it to them to strive for a harmonious society where peace, freedom, justice and solidarity prevail above all else.
The SWAPO Party has a proud history and a clean record of fighting for nothing but the
just cause of all its people. Twenty years of service to the Namibian people has been marked by
developmental programmes and agenda that has propelled Namibia to greater heights we see
and experience today. The achievements of the SWAPO Party are self evident in eveiy corner
and every section of our society. Prior to 1990s and since the first years of colonialism in the late
1800s, one could not speak of development targeted at the improvement of the livelihood of the
inhabitants. Namibia now boost as a nation amongst nations of the world with first world class
infrastructure, electricity, water and provision for essential services. Our developmental agenda
has been well articulated and crafted in manuscripts for all to see and participate. We govern
with the mandate drawn from the people of Namibia who agree with our promises and pledges
to them. These have been translated into living documents namely SWAPO Party Manifesto
of 2009, Vision 2030 and National Development Plans - NDPs.
All Namibians, including the young generation of today, have the responsibility to carry the
torch of freedom and independence forward and to pass it on to the generations to come. How
can this be achieved? It is through their participation in the democratic process and to elect .
Constituency and Local Authorities Councillors of the viable political party that will serve
their interest. It is incumbent upon them to evade falling into the traps of opposition political
parties prostituting to be saviours and miraculous prophets. They are and remain to be nothing but false prophets that are true lions camouflaged in the sheep’s skins, striving to destroy
the gains of progress and advancement that the SWAPO Party in unison with the people of
Namibia have worked so hard to achieve.
The SWAPO Party is a responsive party to the noble calling of shouldering the responsibility towards our people. It is fully committed to the fulfillment of the mandate entrusted it by
the fine citizens of this land of the brave. We will continue to safeguard the hard won independence of Namibia, peace and stability and, further, continue to foster unity and harmony
amongst our people. It is only through an atmosphere of peace and stability that our people’s
lives will be improved and a developed and prosperous Namibia can be realized.

